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Changes in technology 
are affecting Financial 
Services, making it a 
diverse market for young 
people embarking on their 
careers today.

The way businesses operate are 
transforming due to new technologies 
emerging in this sector, resulting in the 
diversification of traditional financial 
services and roles. Here’s a look at how 
innovative technology is changing the way 
we process anything from mobile banking 
to cyber security.

CYBER SECURITY 
Financial service executives are already 
familiar with the impact that cyber threats 
have on their industry. In PWC’s 2016 
global CEO survey, “69% of financial 
services’ CEOs reported that they are either 
somewhat or extremely concerned about 
cyber-threats, compared to 61% of CEOs 
across all sectors”. Unfortunately, the risk to 
cyber security is unlikely to get better, due 
to the rapidly evolving and sophisticated 
technologies which are continually arising. 

DIGITAL ONLY BANKS 
With the entire banking industry shifting 
to digital channels, digital-only players will 
pose more challenges to the dominance 
of traditional banks and credit unions. 
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New 
Technologies 
in Financial 
Services

The Financial Services 
sector is an exciting 
and dynamic place 
to work in, with 
many opportunities 
available in the UK 
and overseas.                                              
From traditional jobs in Banking to 
Insurance, Accounting to Customer 
Services and now emerging opportunities 
in Artificial Intelligence, Digital Banking 
and Virtual Reality – all of these mean a 
rewarding and interesting career can be 
found in this sector.

My organisation, NOCN, supplies 
vocational qualifications and apprentice 
assessments to banks and financial 
services organisations, which use our 
products to ensure their employees have 
the core skills, knowledge and behaviours 
required to fulfil their duties responsibly 
whilst delighting their customers with 
excellent service standards.

In order to get a foot-hold in this sector, a 
good level of Maths and English is required, 
so I encourage you to focus on gaining 
your GCSEs or Functional Skills to the 
necessary level for the job. It may not feel 
relevant now but believe me these two 
subjects are really very important.

Equally important is an ability to 
communicate clearly and confidently 
with others, which includes online, on 
the phone and in person. You will be 
working with people from all walks of life, 
from Chief Executives, to small business 
owners, from members of the public, 
to financial regulators. You need to be 
professional, courteous and accurate in 
the information you give.

Finally, being mindful of your personal 
ethics is important. You have to be 
trustworthy, honest and with a high 
degree of integrity in all you do. NOCN is 
a Leader in Diversity and an investor in 
people. Our staff are committed to being 
good in business because it is not only 
good for business but it is absolutely 
the right thing to do as a responsible 
organisation. I believe that this level 
of integrity is now expected from 
customers in all sectors, especially in                                                
Financial Services.

A career in this sector can see you travel 
the world, meet new people and reap 
the rewards of looking after people’s 
money responsibly. I hope you enjoy this 
publication and find it as enlightening as 
I do. Good luck in your career!

Graham Hasting-Evans

“NOCN is a Leader in Diversity and an 
investor in people. Our staff are committed to 
being good in business because it is not only 
good for business but it is absolutely the right 
thing to do as a responsible organisation.”
Graham Hasting-Evans
Managing Director, NOCN Group



According to Capgemini, this new breed 
of banking providers has defied the 
conventional model with highly innovative 
products and services with mass appeal 
to today’s digitally-savvy consumer. This 
challenge to banks will fuel increased 
competition in the industry, forcing 
traditional financial institutions to improve 
their digital offerings and extend their reach 
to fend off these disruptors.

INTRODUCTION OF 
VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) 
Financial services will benefit from 
developments in immersive design like 
the introduction of virtual reality. This 
will see a boost in design technologies 
in the form of a more interactive and 
gamified experience, with natural language 
processing and machine learning, to 
improve the customer experience. 

ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE 
Artificial intelligence (AI) will continue to 
disrupt the financial services industry. This 
is a critical step in moving from advanced 
robotic technologies like machine learning 
and predictive analytics to real growth in 
cognitive computing. 

ALTERNATIVES TO CREDIT 
CONTROL
Capgemini says that the 2008 financial 
crisis left banks and credit unions at a 
disadvantage with credit challenged 
consumers. This, combined with the 
emergence of online lending technology 
and streamlined lending processes, made 
room for alternative lenders to thrive in this 
environment. According to Capgemini’s 
report, “these non-traditional lenders use 
technology-based algorithms and software 
integrations to assess credit profiles of 
customers”. 

EMERGENCE OF THE CLOUD 
In 2018, adoption of the cloud in banking 
is predicted to increase, but the focus on 
security will still be of central concern to 
Financial Services. Expect to see bank 
applications move into the cloud. Banks 
and credit unions will feel the push to 
create more cloud-enabled business 
models in 2018.

Information from The Financial Brand 
and PWC 

nocn.org.uk
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10 top 
jobs in 
Financial 
Services

WHAT DO THEY DO?
You’ll run one or more high street bank 
branches. Your role could include: 
communicating and carrying out business, 
marketing and sales plans, monitoring sales 
targets and budgets and producing figures 
and reports
GETTING THERE
You’ll usually need a degree to join a 
management trainee scheme. A degree in 
business, economics, finance, management 
or marketing may be the most useful. 
Most employers will expect you to have 
management experience in financial 
services
PAY: £24,000 to £70,000 average per year

2. BANK MANAGER

1. FINANCIAL ADVISOR

WHAT DO THEY DO?
You could work for any UK organisation that 
sells financial products, or for a specialist 
investment or pension consultancy.
GETTING THERE
You’ll need work experience in customer 
service, sales or finance
You could get into this job through an 
apprenticeship.
With a degree you could get onto a 
graduate training scheme with a bank or 
firm of financial advisors.
PAY: £25,000 to £90,000 average per year 

3. PENSIONS ADVISOR

WHAT DO THEY DO?
You might work as an advisor or consultant 
for a pension consultancy firm, setting up 
and running pensions and benefit schemes 
on behalf of companies. Your day-to-day 
duties may include: managing client 
relationships, or finding new business, 
calculating the value of pension funds.
GETTING THERE
Employers will usually expect you to have 
some experience in finance or sales. 
GCSEs or A levels in English and maths 
would also be helpful.
You could get into this job through an 
apprenticeship.
If you have a degree you may be able to 
join a company’s graduate trainee scheme.
PAY: £22,000 to £80,000 average per year

WHAT DO THEY DO?
Analyse statistics, forecast finances, test 
financial options, assess risks, use computers 
to build mathematical and statistical model 
and explain these findings to managers, 
government ministers or business clients.

GETTING THERE
You’ll usually need a degree in maths or 
a related subject, like: actuarial science, 
economics, physics, engineering, 
accounting, statistics. You’ll need to join 
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (IFoA) 
as a student member. You’ll then study for 
professional exams while you work as a 
trainee actuary.
PAY: £30,000 to £70,000 average per year

4. ACTUARY

All information from the National Careers Service



WHAT DO THEY DO?
Your day-to-day tasks may include: 
monitoring and forecasting stock levels, 
researching and finding new products and 
suppliers, negotiating prices and agreeing 
contracts.
GETTING THERE
There are no set requirements, but GCSEs 
or A levels in financial related courses and 

9. PURCHASING MANAGER

experience in a company’s purchasing 
department could help. You may also 
be able to get into this role through a 
company’s management training scheme.
PAY: £20,000 to £60,000 average per year nocn.org.uk

WHAT DO THEY DO?
As an external auditor, you’ll independently 
review a company’s accounts to make sure 
they’re accurate and fair.
As an internal auditor, you’ll examine an 
organisation’s policies and procedures, or 
finances, to try and improve them.
You might also audit public sector 
organisations like civil service departments 
and local councils. You’ll check how public 
money is being spent and see if savings 
can be made.
GETTING THERE
You can become qualified by taking: 
• a graduate training scheme after completing  
  an accountancy degree at university
• a company’s graduate scheme after  
  completing a degree in any subject
• the National Audit Office 3-year training  
  scheme for graduates in any subject
• a higher apprenticeship in professional  
  services
PAY: 25,000 to £80,000 average per year

6. AUDITOR

WHAT DO THEY DO?
Your day-to-day duties could include: 
handling accounts, invoices and petty cash, 
collecting fees and preparing papers and 
taking books, documents and robes to and 
from court.
GETTING THERE
Many firms will also look for A levels or a 
degree, although these don’t necessarily 
have to be in law. Paid or unpaid work 
experience in barristers’ offices (chambers) 
may give you an advantage when applying 
for jobs.
PAY: £15,000 to £60,000 average per year

8. BARRISTER’S CLERK

10. ACCOUNTING 
TECHNICIAN

WHAT DO THEY DO?
You could work for a wide range of 
companies or you could work in the public 
sector. Your day-to-day tasks may include: 
processing and paying invoices, recording 
receipts and payments and handling 
company expenses. 
GETTING THERE
A levels in business studies, maths or 
economics, and work experience in 
accounts or finance may also be helpful. 
You could get into this job through an 
apprenticeship.
PAY: £18,000 to £30,000 average per year

WHAT DO THEY DO?
You’ll usually work in an investment bank 
or for a firm of stockbrokers. You may 
provide services to fund managers and 
other financial institutions, or deal directly 
with retail investors. You’ll be researching 
markets and the latest trading figures, 
working closely with investment analysts, 
generating new business and developing 
close relationships
GETTING THERE
You’ll usually need at least a 2:1 degree in 
a a subject like: management, business, 
economics, finance, maths to get onto a 
graduate training programme. There’s a lot 
of competition for places, so it will help if 
you have some relevant work experience. 
A lot of graduates also have a postgraduate 
qualification like a Masters of Business 
Administration (MBA).
PAY: £24,000 to £125,000 average per year

7. STOCKBROKER

5. MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTANT

WHAT DO THEY DO?
You’ll work for a company as an in-house 
accountant. You could work for almost any 
type of organisation. Your day-to-day tasks 
may include: preparing financial statements 
and accounts, monitoring spending and 
budgets, analysing the company’s financial 
performance.
GETTING THERE
You must complete training with one of the 
professional accountancy bodies like: 
• the Association of Certified Chartered   
  Accountants (ACCA)
• the Institute of Financial Accountants (IFA)
• the Chartered Institute of Management  
  Accountants (CIMA)
PAY: 25,000 to £100,000 average per year
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Ollie came up with the idea of digital 
current account provider Loot when he 
was studying Law at UWE Bristol, where 
he graduated in 2014. With nearly 150,000 
registered users, Loot aims to help 
mostly young people track spending, 
save money and follow a budget.

I founded Loot because I wanted a simple 
app that showed me where I was with my 
money. When you’re a student you need 
to know how much you’ve spent that day, 
and I found mobile banking clunky. I knew 
absolutely nothing about banking when I 
started out, and I didn’t even know if this 
would be possible or legal. I wrote to every 
banking chief executive I could find. I was 
amazed at how open people were to meeting 
up and advising me. Many of them agreed to 
meet up.

I spent a year talking to people, building 
up my network, and then I used it to raise 
investment and to hire people. We are about 
50 at Loot – I’m hiring another 16 people 
now and 30 by the end of March next year. 
We’re not profitable yet – banking is really 
expensive – but we’re trying to set up slowly, 
cheaply but efficiently. We’ve raised about 
£9.5 million.

There are big opportunities in banking and 
finance – people will always want a personal 
bank account. But because the industry is 
moving to digital, traditional banks won’t 
have ownership in the same way, so there 
will be more competition for products and 
services such as mortgages, loans, travel 
insurance and so on.

Financial technology is mostly common 
sense. Every fintech company operates 
with half the number of employees they 
could use, so you have to be able to adapt 
and learn and become autonomous pretty 
quickly. Traditional financial services are a 
different environment – full of smart people 
but the pace is different – it suits some. I’ve 
learned which decisions I need to take time 
over and not rush, and which I need to make 
very quickly and not waste time.

If you think this is where you’d want to work, 
my advice would be to get an internship in a 
start up. If the company does well, you might 
be hired for a key position and you will have 
accelerated your career by five years.

Mya joined Yorkshire Building Society 
(YBS) as an apprentice (level 4) software 
developer in 2016, after leaving sixth form 
in year 12.

Before I joined the company, I didn’t know 
much about financial services, but for the 
first six months, I spent time in different parts 
of the company. I learned about areas such 
as deeds and bereavement, and I spent time 
in branch to see what goes on day to day. It 
was all quite new to me, but it helped me to 
understand how the business works. 

I like learning something new. When I was 
at sixth form I studied IT, business and 
sport, and I wanted to work. My mum works 
here and I asked through her about any 
apprentice opportunities. I knew a little about 
the company and that it was a good sector 
to work in - and I didn’t want to take on any 
debt – I carried on studying for my business 
A level part time.

I’m about the youngest here but that doesn’t 
bother me. If I need to know something, I 
find that everyone is very supportive and 
friendly. I have a mentor and he usually 
knows the answer to any problems. I’m 
currently working in a support team within 
the mortgage department, looking at all 
the incidents that happen every day with 
mortgage products – it’s interesting and 
different every day. It’s a good sector – 
there are loads of competitors, loads of 
opportunities and different routes to take.

When you apply, it really helps to have 
experience and extra interests on your CV. 
I’d already worked at Yorkshire Water as a 
business analyst and at Marks & Spencer 
part time. I loved gymnastics and I’m also 
really interested in technology – that and my 
work experience helped my application. And 
the transition from college to work wasn’t 
difficult – I already had an idea what office 
life is like.  

AFAM SADIKU, 24

OLLIE PURDUE, 25

MYA GRIFFITHS, 19

Afam decided to leave sixth form college 
at 17 in order to join Barclays UK as an 
apprentice. Six years later, he’s now 
completing a higher apprenticeship, 
working towards a BA (Hons) degree in 
Management and Leadership and leads 
a team to build numbers of Premier    
banking clients.

I wouldn’t change the route I’ve taken over 
the last six years – everything has come for 
me at the right time. When I was studying 
business, I started selling clothing and 
baseball caps, I was keen to put theory 
into practice. Barclays seemed the right 
opportunity at the right time – I wanted 
to broaden my horizons and experience              
real business.

You can imagine how it feels at 17 to get your 
first pay cheque, and six years on I’m on a 
fully funded degree. When you’re young, 
you hear that credit cards are bad – but at 
Barclays I learned what you can do if you 
manage them properly. School doesn’t teach 
you about the important things such as 
tax, mortgages or pensions. In the financial 
sector, you definitely learn skills that apply 
not just to customers but to your own life. An 
economics graduate here described studying 
theoretical scenarios. The beauty of my 
programme is that every course is based on 
real issues – my dissertation (due April 2019) 
will contain investigations which I’ll present 
back to the company.

I’ve learned to prioritise and focus on the 
future – I’m looking at where I might be in 20 
years, how I might support a family. 

I’ve been lucky to win a number of awards, 
including a global Barclays award for 
performance. That means a lot to me – what 
I like about working here is that everyone 
has a story about how they got where they 
are, and individuals are recognised. I do 
believe there are great opportunities for 
progression in financial services – there are 
even possibilities of doing a master’s level 
programme here. 
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Haris began an apprenticeship with 
Mercer in Liverpool last year and is 
working as an investment operations 
analyst. Alongside A levels (geography, 
German, maths, economics) he studied 
for an A level 3 (AS equivalent) certificate 
for securities and investment with 
the Chartered Institute for Securities 
and Investment before beginning                          
his apprenticeship.

I’ve always thought I’d go into some financial 
role and I’ve always been interested in the 
investment side. I managed to get work 
experience in a few investment firms. It 
appealed to me – seeing how some things in 
the news could affect a share price, or how 
the wider economy could have an impact. 
I work in a supporting role to investment 
consultants. Our clients vary and we advise 
them how their investment portfolios are 
performing, and where to invest depending 
on their needs and intentions.  

I started looking at accountancy and 
did some work experience but it didn’t 
really appeal. I also spent time weighing 
up whether to apply to uni or for an 
apprenticeship – would I miss out on the 
student experience, but then did I want the 
debt? Or should I work, get the qualifications 
I needed? This route has actually worked 
well for me. At the moment I’m loving 
working in investment.

It’s very rare I use what I learned in my               
A levels directly in my work. People here 
are older – most of them went to university, 
and they understand that I’m straight out 
of school. Whenever I’m given something 
new they sit down with me and explain 
how it’s done. They teach you and then let 
you spread your wings and carry on. If you 
do make mistakes they show you how to                                                    
correct them. 

To work in this sector, you do need people 
skills. You need to be able to socialise and 
communicate, to pick up the phone and 
speak to an investment manager. It’s also 
useful to know how investments work, how 
the economy works – general background 
knowledge, but they don’t expect you to 
know everything when you walk through     
the door.

Ugne graduated in 2017 with a degree in 
English Literature from the University of 
Warwick and went on to join Barclays’ 
compliance analyst two-year programme. 
She’s currently working at Canary Wharf 
in London.

I’ve always wanted to work in a bank – it’s 
an environment where people with different 
skills come together and there are so many 
ways to develop. Banks are not necessarily 
looking for people with financial degrees 
– it’s about teamwork, management and 
people skills too.

When I was still a student I did some short 
internships at Barclays – you get a taste of 
different departments and an insight into the 
industry. In compliance you’re working to 
make sure that everything clients do – from 
investment through to retail and personal 
wealth – falls in line with regulation. There’s 
a lot of face to face liaising with clients, and 
people management involved. You have to 
be confident. 

In this graduate scheme I’ll work in three 
different departments learning different 
elements of compliance. As a young person 
fresh to the firm, you’re also asked to lend 
your ideas and insight into  how to improve 
the department – it’s a challenge to be able 
to present your ideas coherently.

I think I’ve benefitted by coming through 
the university route, and learning how to 
construct my ideas. A humanities degree 
gives you a good idea of how to learn and 
communicate.

I don’t have to do any exams but I’ve 
voluntarily signed up to further learning 
here – there’s an internal compliance career 
academy which helps you learn online and at 
Cambridge (University). Financial services is 
such a big sector with so many opportunities 
– you don’t feel anything is out of reach, 
even managing a team relatively quickly. 
There’s a lot of internal mobility. 

You can get involved in wider projects here. 
There’s a really strong citizenship agenda 
and I’ve been able to set up and lead a 
partnership with a local school. We created a 
mentoring scheme which involved all levels 
within the company. It ended with the pupils 
coming in to present their own project to 
senior managers to showcase their skills.  

  

Rob is three years into an accounting 
apprenticeship at Deloitte, and is due to 
qualify in 2020 as a graduate accountant.

I’ve always been treated as an employee 
by Deloitte, not an apprentice – that’s 
the culture here. I spend a lot of my time 
visiting clients around the country as part 
of a corporate audit team. I’ve always been 
interested in the financial side of business 
operations, and how finance can shape               
a business.

Maybe in my second year some clients 
raised eyebrows – they were a bit shocked 
at how young I was, but I’ve noticed now that 
leading companies are really keen to chat 
and learn about how apprenticeships work. 

I did well at school and got As and A* in my 
A levels – I took maths, chemistry, biology 
and music. I hadn’t appreciated what a 
balancing act working, doing exams and 
having a social life would be. These (ACA) 
are horrifically hard (chartered accountancy) 
exams, and some days I’ll work until 7pm 
and study until midnight. An apprenticeship 
isn’t an easy option, and I’ve realised there’s 
actually no substitute for hard work. How you 
do really does depend how much effort you 
put in. 

I chose auditing and accountancy because 
I wanted a job that wouldn’t disappear to 
automation. If anything, this kind of work 
will become more necessary with changing 
regulations. I don’t think you need to be 
brilliant at maths in this role, there are other 
skills that are more important, people skills 
and technical skills – we use Excel a lot. 

In moving around, I meet a lot of people in 
the company and I get exposure to senior 
clients. When you first join, you don’t realise 
how important networking is, but I’ve made 
connections and they’re really useful. Some 
of my friends who’ve now graduated from 
uni have even been asking for advice about 
applying to work here. I’ve also been helping 
to train new apprentices. If you want to go 
into financial services, you need to evaluate 
whether a degree will help or whether you 
can get there quicker with another route and 
avoid debt.

ROB YOUNG, 21 HARIS ELLAHI, 19

UGNE VAIDOTAITE, 22




